CLICC Services - Winter 2022

CLICC at the UCLA Library is proud to continue education technology support for the entire UCLA community for UCLA students, staff, and faculty in Winter 2022.

In addition to continuing long-term equipment lending service for UCLA students, which CLICC has provided since the beginning of the COVID-19 crisis, CLICC continues to expand on-campus services. CLICC will continue to communicate services availability as these services become available.

The information here reflects CLICC services for Winter Quarter 2022, beginning January 3, 2022. For updates on CLICC services, please regularly check this page and the CLICC pages on the UCLA Library Web site.

Please view the Location Hours for Powell Library, Young Research Library, and other UCLA Library locations for CLICC hours of operation.

Powell Library

CLICC Powell First-Floor Lending

Long-term laptop reservation pick-up and return, mediated by the Resource Reservations portal, via CLICC Lending Lockers outside CLICC Lending.

CLICC offers Windows and macOS laptops for long-term lending.

Long-term laptops are loaned quarterly and loan periods may be extended based on need.

Short-term laptop circulation, in Library spaces.

CLICC offers Chromebooks for short-term lending.
Short-term laptops are loaned on a weekly basis.

CLICC is not offering small-item lending (chargers, headsets, etc.) during Fall 2021; CLICC looks forward to returning small-item lending during the academic year.

CLICC Powell First-Floor Lab

Individual UCLA student drop-in study.

The CLICC Lab provides seating for 100+ students, Internet via eduroam WiFi, power for students' devices, and wpa printing.

The CLICC Lab does not have desktops for student use for Fall 2021; students are encouraged to use CLICC Laptop Lending if in need of a computer.

CLICC Powell Third-Floor Classrooms (A and C)

Individual UCLA student drop-in study.

CLICC Classrooms provide seating for 20+ students in Classroom A and 40+ students in Classroom C, Internet via eduroam WiFi, and power for students’ devices.

CLICC is not hosting regular Classrooms reservations for instruction for Fall 2021.

CLICC is not providing regular Laptop Cart reservation for Fall 2021.

CLICC will communicate updates to Classroom reservation services as they return.

Young Research Library (YRL)
CLICC YRL Laptop Lending

Short-term laptop circulation, by walk-up access to CLICC Lending Lockers in YRL Research Commons and YRL First-Floor Reading Room.

CLICC offers Chromebooks for short-term lending. Short-term laptops may be checked out for one week.

Other CLICC Services

UCLA Library Circulation Desks

Library Circulation Desks offer CLICC short-term lending laptops at main circulation desks.

Other UCLA Library Circulation Desks hours of operations are on the UCLA Library Locations page.

CLICC offers Chromebooks for short-term lending. Short-term laptops may be checked out for one week.

CLICC Virtual Desktop

CLICC Virtual Desktop offers a variety of CLICC software that any UCLA student, staff, or faculty may access on any computer, any place, any hour of the day or night.

CLICC Virtual Desktop may be accessed from any computer on eduroam on campus or any computer elsewhere with an Internet connection and the UCLA VPN.

All CLICC lending laptops—long-term and short-term—may access CLICC Virtual Desktop with full functionality.